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TANDUS FLOORING® TAKES THREE BEST OF NEOCON® AWARDS 
 

Recognized in Modular, Broadloom and Healthcare Categories 
 
(Dalton, GA—June 22, 2011) The introduction of Tandus Flooring’s new products 
spurred interest among hundreds of NeoCon-goers. These products also interested 
Best of NeoCon judges…and editors…and resulted in three awards—The Change 
Collection was awarded the coveted Editor’s Choice Award in Modular; the luxurious 
woven product, Rough Hewn, took home Silver in the Broadloom category; and the 
extensive Estuary Collection took home a Silver in the Healthcare category 
 
Tandus Flooring’s Change Collection offers a fresh design that captured audiences’ 
attention—as well as the attention of the editors with Editor’s Choice award in Modular. 
The three styles within the Change collection are designed using Tandus Flooring’s 
revolutionary Sero™. The Sero design approach creates purposeful variations with 
colors, patterns and textures that now flow, pool and shift from tile to tile culminating in a 
unified floor design.   
 
“The Change Collection turned a lot of heads at the show and gave us the opportunity 
to really showcase the Sero design approach,” said Tom Ellis, Vice President of 
Marketing, Tandus Flooring. “This Collection in particular demonstrates the infinite 
possibilities for design that Sero offers—each modular installation will be as unique as 
the space where it’s installed.” 
 
Highlighting the various product platforms Tandus Flooring offers, the Best of NeoCon 
judges recognized broadloom and woven products for their design. Rough Hewn, a 
timeless woven style, was awarded Silver in Broadloom. Tandus Flooring provides for 
the first time a heavy-weight, voluminous woven carpet for environments requiring the 
durability and cleanability of solution-dyed nylon.   
 
The recently launched Estuary Collection took home Best of NeoCon Silver in the 
Healthcare category. The collection consists of seven contemporary broadloom styles 
and was designed with the senior living environment in mind. Pattern scale ranges from 
large to small and are available in 13 refreshing colors ranging from red/rust to earth 
neutrals that have been carefully selected to coordinate with the newest senior living 
interior finishes.  
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About Tandus Flooring 
Tandus Flooring (www.tandus.com) creates innovative floorcovering solutions through 
our unique product line of Powerbond®, modular, broadloom and woven products that 
work in tandem to enhance spaces for learning, working, healing and living. Through 
inspired design and leading-edge technology, Tandus Flooring offers its customers a 
single-source for innovative product design and technology, comprehensive services, 
and environmental leadership. For more than 40 years, Tandus Flooring has been 
examining all the ways to be a better corporate citizen and environmental steward — 
and then taking actions that lead to demonstrable, meaningful, quantifiable results.  
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